Our Flavour Manifesto

A sweet
Welcome
Stories always have a beginning.
Ours was in 1947 in Rimini, in the heart
of the Romagna region. It was here that
La Romana, the gelateria named by its founder
after his young daughter, first opened its doors.
It seems like the ingredients of a Felliniesque
story, but instead it is one of passion and mastery:
the qualities of Vito Zucchi, the man who took
over the activity a few years later, giving it
the indelible mark that still represents
the soul of our gelato shops today.

“Children with 100 lire in their
pockets would line up for the
‘fiordilatte’ or cream our dad
would skilfully prepare.”

Using his fervid imagination and the few
ingredients existing at that time, Vito created
a wide range of quality flavours that can still be
found today in our shops. And we, his sons Ivano
and Massimiliano, continue to offer traditional
flavours prepared exclusively with selected
ingredients, following the old recipes,
just like in the early years.

Since 1947,
an artisanal
Passion
“We would spy
on our dad to learn
the gestures that made him a
master in our eyes, and which
would become invaluable to
us when we would later ply
the greatest trade in the
world ourselves.”

In each La Romana shop we prepare gelato
as instructed by the old recipes. And every time
we create new flavours and combinations,
we do so only to make an improvement,
developing the variety of our offering so we
can truly satisfy all palates. Our passion has
remained unchanged since 1947. Today, just like
back then, we select the most genuine,
high-quality ingredients, and work them
with love and respect, to obtain a homemade
gelato that is always flavourful and natural.
We want to let our customers discover and
savour ever-new flavours connected with the
seasons, nature, and its fruits, and at the same
time we want to recreate sensations
and emotions connected with old flavours,
those of the Italian tradition and memories.
Working diligently and creatively, we concentrate
with the utmost attention on every detail.
With all our passion for homemade gelato,
we create a unique, memorable experience
for our customers.

the Love for
ice cream
“These memories
do not just belong
to our family, but to all
those who still choose
La Romana like back
in the old days.”

Everyone can savour our love for gelato: good, healthy, and genuine. And everyone can see that our
tradition and craftsmanship have remained unchanged over time: in every La Romana shop the gelato
is made before the customers’ eyes. Here we prepare the single flavours diligently following every single
phase: mixing of the ingredients, pasteurization, and resting of the mixture. Since 1947 the dipping
cabinet with its wells has been a characteristic of the serving counter, making sure the gelato is always
cold and creamy, and protected from impurities. So that customers can savour it immediately after
blending, at the top of its freshness and goodness, we only produce limited quantities at various times
during the day, so its average life is no longer 3 hours. Like painters who apply their colours to the
canvas, using their spatulas our servers give form to the taste of every cone and cup: that’s the true
traditional Italian gelato.

Discover
our
gelato
flavours
For us, it’s as important to study recipes based
on our history and experience as it is to keep
the quality of our products unchanged.
For this reason, we guarantee the supply of all
the necessary raw materials for their preparation
to all La Romana shops. Every gelateria
autonomously manages the gelato flavours
and specialties in production, with a number
of wells that corresponds to around one fourth
of the complete assortment of La Romana
flavours. Each gelatiere chooses which flavours
to produce year-round, and which to offer
by rotation, according to the seasons.

tradition of authentic Flavours

The flavours preferred by our customers are Zabaione come una volta, Crema dal 1947,
Cioccolato fondente, Stracciatella Grand Cru. In addition to these great classics, customers especially love the most seasonal flavours.

The importance of the seasons comes not only from the need to meet the favour of customers, who request more intense, full-bodied flavours during
the winter, and lighter, fresher ones in the summer, but also from our decision to always prefer the most natural and genuine fresh seasonal ingredients.
Any time is a good time to enjoy our gelato, which is ideal for a cool snack or to savour during an evening walk, but smoothies can be a delightful
alternative. And for your lunch break? You can enjoy our gelato together with soft Sicilian croissants or as the filling of delicious crêpes.
Our customers are ageless: faced with a good gelato, no one can resist.

the
pleasures
of Pastries

Pastry-making is a rigorous art, an exact science that combines form and content, an aesthetic perception
that is expressed through the senses, releasing marvellous sensations. As Master Gelatieri we create
pastry products by shaping our principal raw material: gelato. It is a new, creative flavour dimension
that enables us to create a vast selection of pastry specialties for all occasions, from customized
sweets for birthdays to small single servings to be eaten with a spoon. And that’s not all. We also make
delicious cakes, simple and genuine because they are made with carefully selected ingredients, and
whipped in a planetary mixer with fresh cream to make them even lighter and more digestible.

In the La Romana artisanal kitchens the pastry
chefs work heart and soul to make sure that every
dessert reflects the customers’ favourite tastes. It’s
sufficient to make a wish to see it come true: with
La Romana, it’s easy to take home the dessert of
one’s dreams, invented and created with the aid
of the customer himself.
A taste of our pastry products:
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•
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•
•
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Anna e Vito
Cacao bianco
Caterina
Cheesecake
Cioccocream
Crostatina ai lamponi
Crostatina ai lamponi (veg)
Fiaba di lamponi
Girotondo ai lamponi
Margaret ai frutti neri
Margaret alla nocciola
Meringa al cioccolato
Perla nera
Pinolo cotto
Pinolona
Ricoperta croccante
Regina del bosco
Soufflé freddo ai frutti rossi
Tiramisù classico, croccante, arancia
e cioccolato o mirtilli e amaretti
Torta gelato
Bon bon (monoporzioni)
Crumbles (monoporzioni)
Dolci vasetti della storia (monoporzioni)
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the art
of creating
Emotions

Many people who have decided to take the big step stop by to see us before they do.
They hand us a challenge: to create a customized cake for their wedding; we are asked for our Gelato
Cart or Gelato Bike to make every event unique.
We know very well the art of creating emotions; making wishes come true has always been
our trade. With our passion, our art, and our experience, we are always proud to contribute to
making such an important day in a person’s life even more special and unique. Crowning such
an unforgettable day, the guests return home after tasting our flavours or enjoying a slice of our
wedding cake.

Top-quality ingredients
We only use high-quality raw
materials to make our fresh
gelati every day: always
delicious, able to satisfy the
most demanding palates.

Eggs from free-range chickens, sugar, super-fresh whisk-whipped cream, fresh seasonal fruit,
Marsala DOC, Zibibbo IGP, and nuts chosen from among the excellent varieties found on Italian
soil – for example high-quality pistachios, Piedmont IGT hazelnuts, and Avola almonds – worked
with an exclusive crushing method that preserves all their flavours intact. All of our fruit gelatos are
milk-free and do not contain vegetable fats, flavourings or colourants, so all sweet toothed people can
enjoy the authentic flavour of seasonal fresh fruits.

To produce our gelati, we never do without
fresh organic milk from certified farms. To
produce our crêpes we use exclusively organic
eggs and organic butter, with the addition of
flour originating from organic farming. To fill our
crêpes and make our pastry products, we have
7 delicious certified organic jams, including
strawberry, raspberry, and apricot flavours.
In choosing the fresh ingredients, we always
favour local raw materials from small producers
of excellent Italian products, and select the best
organic ingredients, such as organic candied
figs, organic coffee, fresh yogurt, puffed
Kamut® grains, muesli, crispy puffed rice,
sunflower, poppy, sesame, and pumpkin seeds,
meringue kisses, and raw cane sugar.
Our priorities are the high quality and goodness
of our products, and a relationship of trust
and cooperation with suppliers who guarantee
a respect for these values.

Sensitive
to health and
fitness needs
Our reliability and meticulousness has led us
to choose not to produce certified glutenfree products. The health of our customers is
too important, and even with all the special
hygiene measures adopted, it is impossible to
totally eliminate the danger of volatile crosscontamination in the kitchens and shops.
For this reason, also, we clearly indicate in
every gelateria the list of ingredients used,
highlighting any possible allergens.
The absence of ingredients like milk and eggs is
recommended for those suffering from particular
food intolerances or allergies. We offer a range
of flavours and products that are totally free of
ingredients of animal origin. These are the result
of extensive research, necessary to maintain the
high quality and organoleptic standards typical of
our traditional gelato and pastry products.
For this reason, the La Romana vegan specialties
have become the favourites of many.

VEGAN FLAVOURS AT
THE GELATERIA STORE
All fruit flavours

VEGAN PASTRIES
Crostatina ai lamponi

pampering
the Kiddies
La Romana gelato shops have always been a
favourite place for youngsters: both yesterday’s,
who love remembering the carefree days of their
childhood, and the lively, demanding ones of
today. We are attentively mindful of our young
customers; we want them to feel totally at ease,
and invent exclusive, fun projects for them like
drawing contests, bibs, and drawing boards.
Among the latest novelties for them: the
Baby Card – a mini prepaid card with which they
can feel like grown-ups, buying their parents a
gelato – and an illustrated book,
the Alphabet book.

attention to every Detail
It’s first and foremost in our thoughts, at the centre of every product we make, and prominent in our
shops. What is it? It’s the attention we pay to customer satisfaction, expressed in the utmost care
and attention to every detail. The atmospheric music, the unmistakable design, and an enveloping
fragrance of sweetness… We leave nothing to chance so that, from the moment a customer sets foot
in a La Romana gelateria, he or she feels welcomed by a warm cordiality and fresh elegance, in the ideal
setting for the tasting of all our specialties to be a memorable experience.

the future
viewed Responsibly

We care about people, nature, the planet, and the future generations.
For this reason we work to limit to a minimum the use of materials that
have an environmental impact. For our packaging, for which we assure
separate disposal, we mainly use materials that are:
• RECYCLED
• of PLA plastic, completely natural, biodegradable, and compostable.
The ECOFRIENDLY mark on our packaging will continue to follow our
ever-growing commitment to eco-sustainability.

the Value
of people
““There are so many
new ideas going
around, and we are
proud to be able to
call ourselves an
extended family of
people and gelato
shops.”

Our history and our future are amalgamated by a mix
of passion, professionalism, sharing, and involvement
of people in every single aspect of our day-to-day
work. For us, it is of fundamental importance to
create a stable relationship of esteem and trust
with our gelatieri, people who believe in and
disseminate the La Romana values. We follow them
step by step, with the desire to improve together
more and more each day. Our customers, also, help
us grow and aid in our decision-making process.
We listen to them with interest, give prompt
answers to their variety of requests, and take all
their personal suggestions to heart. In our gelaterie
the participation of the public is very lively.
We are proud, that there are so many new ideas
going around.

a Family that
continues
to grow
Our tradition as gelatieri grows thanks to the
franchisees, selected one by one to become as
similar as possible to members of a family.
In them, their entrepreneurial and sectoral experience,
reliability and professionalism must be backed by
a strong passion, so that they can feel like they’re
an active part of La Romana, capable of responsibly
transmitting its values over time. A self-assessment
system, flanked by a team of specialized trainers,
enables the managers of our gelato shops to monitor
their management and perform the periodic checks
necessary for maintaining the high quality standards
of La Romana. The quality of the authentic Italian
gelato is our distinctive characteristic, and ranks us at
a medium-high level on the market both in Italy – with
41 shops – and 20 abroad (Spain, Germany, Romania,
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia). In our foreign
market stores we keep the original Italian names
of our gelati and desserts, in order to highlight, also
through their sound, that touch of “Italian-ness” that is
becoming increasingly popular and sought-after.

our
Gelaterie

Alba _ corso Italia 2
Bergamo _ via G. Tiraboschi 42
Brasov _ Afi Mall Brasov
Brescia _ via Spalto San Marco 1
Bucarest _ AFI Mall Cotroceni (main)
Bucarest _ AFI Mall Cotroceni
(satellite)
Bucarest _ Băneasa Shopping City
(main)
Bucarest _ Băneasa Shopping City
(satellite)
Bucarest _ Calea Victoriei 103-105
Cesena _ viale Carducci 41, angolo
via Leonida Montanari
Dubai _ Nakheel Mall
Düsseldorf _ Barmer Strasse 35
Fermignano _ via Giacomo Leopardi 2
Ferrara _ via Palestro 33
Ibiza _ Santa Eulària des Riu, Carrer
Isidoro Macabich 25 - Angolo Carrer
del mar 17
Lecce _ via Francesco d’Assisi 1
Madrid _ Paseo de la Habana 27
Madrid _ Calle Rosario Pino 6

Madrid _ Calle San Bernardo 96
Madrid _ Calle de Diego de León 11
Madrid _ El Corte Inglés, Calle de
Goya 85-87
Madrid _ Avenida de Valdemarín 167
Milano _ viale Col Di Lana 2
Modena _ via Agostino Tagliazucchi 29
Monza _ via Carlo Alberto 9
Padova _ corso Milano 83
Padova _ via Manzoni 86
Parma _ viale Tanara 2/A (zona
Barriera Repubblica)
Pavia _ corso Cavour 57
Peschiera del Garda _Piazza San
Marco 9
Piacenza _ Stradone Farnese 2
Pinerolo _ piazza San Donato 1
Rimini _ via Marecchiese 67
Rimini _ c/c I Malatesta, via Emilia 150
Rimini _ viale Rimembranze 74
Rimini _ piazza Ferrari 5
Rivoli _ piazza Martiri 14
Riyadh _ The Zone, Takhassusi St.
Roma _ via Venti Settembre 60

Roma _ via Ostiense 48
Roma _ via Cola Di Rienzo 2
Roma _ via Magna Grecia 47A (zona
San Giovanni)
Roma _ viale Europa 121
Roma _ Piazza Sant’Andrea della
Valle 1
Salò _ via Cavour 11/13
Salisburgo _ Linzergasse 3
Saluzzo _ corso Piemonte 7
Torino _ corso Sebastopoli 190
Torino _ corso Inghilterra 31/A
Torino _ via Madama Cristina 73/A
Torino _ via Santa Teresa 6
Trento _ via Antonio Rosmini 5
Treviso _ viale Cesare Battisti 2
Valencia _ Calle Joaquín Costa 2
Valencia _ Calle San Vicente Mártir 8
Varese _ via Alessandro Volta 6
Verona _ piazza Santo Spirito 9
Vicenza _ Contrà Muscheria 12
Villa Verucchio _ via Casale 187
Viserba _ viale Dati 68
Wien _ Stiftgasse 15-17

Discover what goes on
in the Gelateria

Contact us:
via Marecchiese 314
47923 Rimini (RN)
Tel. +39 0541/384520
Fax +39 0541/393658
gelateriaromana@gelateriaromana.com

